MedMaster™ SafeSlot Series
Lighting that Excels in Both Form and Function

SafeSlot is a family of 4-inch wide behavioral health luminaire available in multiple lengths and configurations. SafeSlot features single- and multi-functions, including ambient, reading and exam lighting that are integrated into a slim, architectural form that can be mounted in a grid ceiling, and flanged or trimless drywall.

BHRS4 Series
• Delivered lumen range: 500 – 1,000 lm/ft
• Input Power: 6 – 16 W/ft
• Efficacy: 52 – 84 lm/W
• Single-function, linear slot luminaire provides ambient light
• Symmetric and 10° asymmetric optical distribution options
• Available with Tunable White (TW) technology

Nominal sizes: 4” × 24”, 36”, 48”, 72” or 96”
Nominal sizes: 4” × 48”
Installation Types:
LED
Installation Types:
LED
Lamp Type: Recessed ceiling mount, grid or flange
Lamp Type: Recessed ceiling mount, grid or flange

BHAERS4 Series
• Delivered lumen range: 533 – 3,880 lm
• Input Power: 11 – 56W
• Efficacy: 47 – 75 lm/W
• Multi-function, linear slot luminaire provides ambient, exam and reading light options
• Symmetric and 7.5° asymmetric optical distribution options
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